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**Abstract**

**Introduction:** Aurora kinase enzymes play critical functions in mammals. Aurora kinases are mitotic regulators that are involved in a variety of processes during cell division. The overexpression of these enzymes is associated with tumour formation and is symptomatic of clinical circumstances in cancer patients who have been diagnosed.

**Materials and methods:** The current study reports an *in-silico* virtual screening (VS) and molecular docking analysis of 2500 compounds retrieved from the ZINC database and five current clinical trial compounds against Aurora Kinase B using AutoDock Vina to identify potential inhibitors.

**Results and discussion:** The top six compounds that resulted from the screening were ZINC00190959, ZINC07889110, ZINC0088285, ZINC01404326, ZINC00882846 and ZINC08813187, which showed lower free energy of binding (FEB) against the target protein binding pocket. The FEB were as follows: -11.92, -11.85, -11.46, -11.33, -11.21 and -11.1 kcal/mol, using AutoDock, and -11.7, -11.5, -11.2, -11.0, -10.8 and -10.6 kcal/mol for AutoDock Vina, respectively. These findings were superior to those obtained with the co-crystallized ligand VX-680, with a -7.5 kcal/mol and the current clinical trial drug. Finally, using a VS and molecular docking approach, novel Aurora kinase B inhibitors were effectively identified from the ZINC database fulfilling the Lipinski rule of five with low FEB and functional molecular interactions with the target protein.

**Conclusion:** The findings suggest that the six compounds could be used as a potential agent for cancer treatments.

**Graphical abstract**
Introduction

Cancer is a complex disease that can be recognized by its hallmark symptoms, which include uncontrolled cell division and proliferation caused by the blocking of the normally occurring process of cell division (Rashid et al. 2009; Bourzikat et al. 2022). It is regarded as one of the most lethal diseases threatening our lives. In addition, the cancer mortality rate continues to rise, and it is projected that it will surpass the cardiovascular disease mortality rate in the near future (Al-Warhi et al. 2020). According to the current biological theories of cancer, all malignancies are the consequence of a combination of genetic and environmental factors, which indicates that a variety of external influences and internal genetic alterations can cause cancer in people. It is possible to prevent the disruption of cellular signaling and defensive pathways by preventing all carcinogenic exposures from outside the body. The prevention of carcinogenic exposures is still a significant priority (Mbemi et al. 2020). It is now known that both alterations are present in cancer cells and in normal cells many years before cancer develops. Environmental influences are connected with distinct patterns of change. The buildup is linked to cancer risk and can be used to diagnose cancer risk. With or without the proliferation of physiological patches of clonal cells, tissue with accumulated abnormalities is known as a “field for cancerization” (cancerization field) (Yamashita et al. 2018; Takeshima and Ushijima 2019). In addition, the difference in mitotic regulation, which requires well-coordinated cellular activities to ensure cell division and genomic stability, led to genetic instability, a distinguishing hallmark of many human malignancies (Negrini et al. 2010; Shen 2011). When the regulation of mitosis is disrupted, centrosome duplication, chromosomal segregation, and cytokinesis are disrupted, resulting in cell transformations (Failes et al. 2012). Aneuploidy has been regarded as a hallmark of cancers for a very long time. 90% of solid tumours exhibit some degree of aneuploidy, and the vast majority of human malignancies, regardless of their origin, exhibit chromosomal instability (Kuang and Li 2022). Thus, blocking amplified or overexpressed enzymes involved in mitotic cell division to manage these altered pathways is a treatment strategy for various cancers (Chohan et al. 2018).

The well-established mitotic protein kinases of the cell cycle show increased expression levels in a variety of malignant behaviours associated with cancer. Due to their aggressive nature, they are of great interest in cancer therapy targeting these kinases (Welburn and Jeyaprakash 2018; Fulcher and Sapkota 2020). The Aurora kinase family is a set of mitotic kinases in the cell cycle that is critical for regulating various signalling pathways essential for accurate cell division and genetic stability (Bronogard and Hunter 2011; Chan et al. 2012; Lin et al. 2014). The three homologous serine/threonine kinases (Aurora A, Aurora B, and Aurora C) are members of a small family of three serine/threonine kinases that have crucial roles in mammals, particularly in cell cycle regulation (Carmena and Earnshaw 2003). At the level of amino acids, the catalytic domains of all three Aurora kinases – Aurora A, Aurora B, and Aurora C – are identically sequenced to each other to a degree that is 70% similar. The other domains, on the other hand, are highly diverse. Therefore, whereas all Aurora kinases show significant similarities in their sequences, they all have distinct subcellular localizations and functions (Willems et al. 2018; Ahmed et al. 2021). The three enzymes Aurora kinase (A, B, and C) have been identified as candidates for use as potential targets to discover new and more effective cancer treatments. Aurora B kinase is of particular interest, which was activated by the phosphorylation of itself and INCENP (Inner Centromere Protein). Aurora B is a chromosomal passenger protein that, depending on the cell cycle phase in which it is found, can be found in various sites within the mitotic apparatus (Willems et al. 2018). Patients who have already been diagnosed with the malignant disease may have a worsening clinical status due to the overexpression of Aurora enzymes, which has been linked to various types of tumour processes (Bhullar et al. 2018). Human Aurora B’s structure was previously determined in complex with INCENP and VX-680 (Elkins et al. 2012). Drug development and production are challenging because drug discovery is a time-consuming and resource-intensive process. The processes of drug discovery, lead optimization, drug design, and development have been accelerated with computers and information technology (Veilurugan et al. 2020).

Because of its ability to reduce the time and resources needed to discover new drugs, in-silico technology has emerged as an indispensable tool in the modern pharmaceutical industry. As a result of developments in computer algorithms and the accumulated knowledge databases over time, computational prediction tools have recently been incorporated into every stage of the drug discovery process (Shaker et al. 2021). It has been demonstrated that computational methods for drug discovery can successfully be used to design and find therapeutic molecules for the treatment of various diseases, including cancer (Cordeiro and Speck-Planche 2012), bacteria (Dai et al. 2018; Duan et al. 2019) and viral diabetes (Balamarugan et al. 2012). In 1997, the term “virtual screening” or “virtual ligand screening” was first used in the literature (Horvath 1997); VS is a computational approach used to search
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libraries of small molecules for chemical compounds that are likely to bind to one or more therapeutic targets early in the drug development process (Abagyan and Totrov 2001; Shoichet 2004; Phatak et al. 2009; Cavasotto et al. 2018). In general, virtual screening computations coupled with interactive data analysis will yield a list of compounds that require experimental validation (Martin and Jansen 2020; Stumpf and Bajorath 2020). ZINC (ZINC Is Not Commercial) is a free-to-use database and toolset initially intended to facilitate the rapid availability of compounds for virtual screening (Irwin and Shoichet 2005). However, the library is increasingly being widely used for virtual screenings (Carlsson et al. 2010; Irwin et al. 2012; Abdalsalam 2017; Abdusalam and Vikneswaran 2020), ligand discovery (Liu et al. 2007; Carlsson et al. 2010; Irwin et al. 2012; Abdalsalam 2017; Abdusalam and Vikneswaran 2020), pharmacophore screens (Zoete et al. 2011), and force field development (Mysinger and Shoichet 2010). Additionally, the database provides information about the compounds’ chemical and physical properties, such as their log P, the number of hydrogen bond acceptors, donors, molecular weight, and the type of bonds (Irwin et al. 2012). The aim of the current study was to use virtual screening followed by molecular docking analysis to identify, discover and evaluate novel Aurora kinase B inhibitors retrieved from the ZINC database and compare the results with FDA-approved drugs, where the identified potential compounds could be used as novel anticancer drugs.

Materials and methods

Preparation of protein

The crystal structure of Human Aurora B Kinase in complex with VX-680 (PDB: 4AF3) has a resolution of 2.75 Å (Elkins et al. 2012) Fig. 1 was obtained from Protein Data Bank (www.rcsb.org); the crystal structure consists of the chain (A). The protein was edited with AutoDockTools (ADT) by removing unwanted water molecules and adding hydrogen atoms.

Ligand screening from ZINC database

The three-dimensional structures of 2000 ligand molecules were obtained in mol2 format from the ZINC database (Irwin and Shoichet 2005), and then converted to pdbqt using raccoon (Forli et al. 2016) to be used for VS with AutoDock Vina. Molecular properties such as calculated log P, molecular weight, number of hydrogen-bond acceptors, number of hydrogen-bond donors and number of rotatable bonds; these data were derived and calculated from the ZINC database; the purpose was to assess the likelihood of the molecules to have drug-like properties.

Virtual screening and molecular docking

Virtual screening was performed using AutoDock Vina, followed by molecular docking using AutoDock 4.2, along with AutoDockTools (ADT) (Morris et al. 1998) for the top six compounds. A grid box with dimensional 60, 60, and 60 for x, y, z coordinates in Å was positioned at the enzyme’s binding site centre. By using raccoon software, the ligands were converted from mol2 to pdbqt. The Confi.txt file prepared with (ADT) contains all of the parameters needed to do the virtual screening. One hundred independent runs for the top six compounds were carried out for each docking experiment; other settings were considered defaults.

Results and discussion

Control docking

Before conducting molecular docking using AutoDock Vina, the control docking procedure was performed by extracting the coordinated ligand VX-680 from the Human Aurora Kinase B crystallographic structure (PDB: 4AF3) coordinated with VX-680 red color in CPK format.
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4AF3) and then re-docked into the same location of the binding pocket. The results showed that the binding pose conformation of the re-docked ligand was similar to the crystallographic pose and considered acceptable with the RMSD value = 0.78 Å, Fig. 2, demonstrating that docking software parameters used can be amenable to this system. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) value (0.78 Å) indicate the reliability of the docking protocol used, where the RMSD 2.0 Å was considered as the threshold of reliability (Bourne et al. 2003).

Firstly, virtual screening using AutoDock Vina was performed for 500 compounds obtained from the ZINC database. To exclude the compounds that cannot be an effective drug, Lipinski’s rule of five was applied to assess the drug-likeness of compounds based on their molecular properties (Lipinski 2004). The molecular properties obtained from the ZINC database website, such as H-bond acceptors, H-bond donors, molecular weight, log P, and a number of rotatable bonds. The compounds that violate one of the Lipinski’s rule of five were excluded. Based on the results of AutoDock Vina scores, as shown in Fig. 3, six candidates were selected. Those compounds exhibited the lowest binding energy; therefore, they were used further for the docking calculation. Table 1 lists the molecular properties of the six compounds that were chosen.

The obtained results of VS revealed that the range of the lowest binding energy was from −4.3 to −9.5 kcal/mol. The lowest value of binding energy of the involved protein-ligand complex is usually considered characteristic of a potential inhibitor (Fodero et al. 2004); therefore, the top six compounds that were considered potential in this study showed the lowest binding energy. The selected compounds – ZINC00190959, ZINC07889110, ZINC00882851, ZINC01404326, ZINC00882846 and ZINC08813187 – exhibited binding energy -11.92, -11.85, -11.46, -11.33, -11.21 and -11.10 kcal/mol using AutoDock 4.2 and -11.7, -11.5, -11.2, -11.0, -10.8 and -10.6 kcal/mol using AutoDock Vina, respectively (Table 2).

The results obtained with AutoDock were grouped into clusters of solutions (Smith et al. 2004), that shared a similar pose and free energy of binding (Table 3). It is widely accepted that protein-ligand docking is a computational technique for predicting the conformation and orientation (pose) of the ligands used when they are bound to a given protein (Taylor et al. 2002; Sousa et al. 2013; Lohning et al. 2017). For ZINC00190959, the results indicated that 98 poses (the largest cluster of 100 poses) adopted a favorable conformation. ZINC07889110 exhibited this pose 30 times, whereas ZINC00882851 exhibited this pose 19 times out of 100, the lowest among the other compounds. ZINC01404326 adopted this pose 98 times out of 100, similar to compound ZINC00190959, ZINC00882846 ad-

![Figure 2. Superimposition between the docked conformation (red) and crystallographic VX-680 (blue) with the (4AF3).](image)

![Figure 3. Structure of the 6 candidates (1) ZINC00190959, (2) ZINC07889110, (3) ZINC00882851, (4) ZINC01404326, (5) ZINC00882846, (6) ZINC08813187.](image)

**Table 1.** Molecular properties of the 6 compounds obtained from ZINC Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>xlogP</th>
<th>H-bond acceptors</th>
<th>H-bond donors</th>
<th>Rotatable bonds</th>
<th>Molecular weight (g/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ZINC00190959</td>
<td>1.411</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>350.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ZINC07889110</td>
<td>2.525</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>412.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ZINC00882851</td>
<td>4.276</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>378.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ZINC01404326</td>
<td>4.806</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>358.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ZINC00882846</td>
<td>3.967</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>364.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ZINC08813187</td>
<td>3.567</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>447.516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Binding energy values of the 6 compounds obtained from ZINC Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>AutoDock 4.2 (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>AutoDockVina (kcal/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ZINC00190959</td>
<td>-11.92</td>
<td>-11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ZINC07889110</td>
<td>-11.85</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ZINC00882851</td>
<td>-11.46</td>
<td>-11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ZINC01404326</td>
<td>-11.33</td>
<td>-11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ZINC00882846</td>
<td>-11.21</td>
<td>-10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ZINC08813187</td>
<td>-11.10</td>
<td>-10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
opted this pose 55 times out of 100, and finally, compound ZINC08813187 adopted this pose 22 times out of 100. Table 3 shows the optimal docking solution (lowest binding energy) obtained using AutoDock for each GA run, as well as cluster analysis. These results displayed the number of AutoDock clusters, the cluster rank of selected docked structures, the docked free energy range, and the docked free energy of selected docked structures. As a result, the docking mode with the lowest docked energy was the only factor in making the final selection from these clusters.

The selected six compounds were completely enveloped by the essential amino acids in the binding pocket (Fig. 4).

Table 3. Relative cluster rank and docked free energies of selected docking modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>Number of AutoDock cluster</th>
<th>Cluster rank of selected docked structure</th>
<th>Docked free energy range of docked structures</th>
<th>Docked free energy of selected docked structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ZINC00190959</td>
<td>98 (100)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-11.92 to -11.11</td>
<td>-11.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ZINC07889110</td>
<td>30 (100)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-11.85 to -10.98</td>
<td>-11.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ZINC00882851</td>
<td>19 (100)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-11.46 to -10.11</td>
<td>-11.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ZINC01404326</td>
<td>98 (100)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-11.33 to -10.42</td>
<td>-11.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ZINC00882846</td>
<td>55 (100)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-11.21 to -10.34</td>
<td>-11.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ZINC08813187</td>
<td>22 (100)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-11.10 to -10.01</td>
<td>-11.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selected six compounds were completely enveloped by the essential amino acids in the binding pocket (Fig. 4).

These compounds were examined for their location in the binding pocket. The analysis results of the interactions between the compounds and amino acids displayed that all of the selected compounds positioned deeply in the active pocket of the target protein with similar strength, meaning that this specific part of the protein could be attacked. Consequently, they covalently bound by the essential active site amino acids residues of 4AF3.

The docked molecules’ interactions with Human Aurora B Kinase were manually investigated utilizing AutoDockTool, LigPlot AutoDockTool, LigPlot (Laskowski and Swindells 2011) and a discovery studio visualizer. Figs 5, 6 illustrate the various interactions between the potential compounds and the essential amino acid residues that form the binding pocket. The formed interactions are electrostatic, van der Waals interactions,

Figure 4. Enfolding of the 6 compounds in the active site pocket (1) ZINC00190959 Yellow, (2) ZINC07889110 Cyan, (3) ZINC00882851 Green, (4) ZINC01404326 Purple, (5) ZINC00882846 Blue, (6) ZINC08813187 Orange and VX-680 Black.

Figure 5. Binding modes in 2D of the 6 compounds: (1) ZINC00190959, (2) ZINC07889110, (3) ZINC00882851, (4) ZINC01404326, (5) ZINC00882846, (6) ZINC08813187.
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The potential compound ZINC00190959 was the best among the six selected, which displayed the lowest FEB of -11.7 kcal/mol, followed by compounds ZINC07889110, ZINC00882851, ZINC01404326, ZINC00882846 and ZINC008813187 with FEB of -11.5, -11.2, -11.0, -10.8 and -10.6 kcal/mol, respectively. Compound ZINC00190959 displayed four hydrogen bonds formed between amino acids Phe219, Ala217, Try156, Lys106 and four oxygen atom O₂. The docking results revealed a variety of possible interactions between the amino acids in the binding pocket. Van der Waals interaction was formed between the amino acids Phe88, Ala218, Ala104, Leu138, Gly160, Pro158 and the carbon atoms C-1, C-2, C-3, C-5, C-10, of the compound, respectively. Amino acid Leu207, Leu83 showed Pi-Sigma interaction with one benzene ring and two furan rings. Likewise, the amino acid Lys106 exhibited Pi-cation. The hydrophobic interactions were displayed with amino acids Leu154, Val91, Gly160, Leu83, Leu207, Ohe88, Ala217 at the binding pocket (Table 4 and Figs 5, 7).

Compound ZINC07889110 was found to show two H-bonds with Lys106, Phe219 and two-atom oxygen. The compound displayed van der Waals interaction between the amino acid residues Leu138, Ala104, Tyr156, Gly160, Leu207, Ala217, Asp218 and the carbon atoms C-1, C-2, C-6, C-8, C-10, C-12, C-15, C-17 of the compound. In contrast, hydrophobic interactions were shown between Glu204, Phe88, Gly84, Val91, Leu83, Glu160, Ala217, Asp218 and different atoms of the binding pocket. Another interaction Pi-Alkyl between Leu83, Val91 and benzene and furan rings; likewise, two Pi-Pi-T-shaped were formed between two benzene rings. Also, the compound exhibited one Pi-Sulfur between Phe219 and oxygen atom (Table 4 and Figs 5, 7). Compound ZINC00882851 formed one H-bond between Phe219 and an oxygen atom. Besides, Pi-alkyl interactions were exhibited between Ala157, Leu183, Ala104, Leu207, Val91, Phe88 and benzene and furan rings. Likewise, a Pi-Pi-T-shaped bond was formed between the benzene ring and amino acid Ph288. Also, Pi-Sigma bonds were formed between Leu83 and the second benzene ring. Amino acids residues, namely Gly160, Tyr156, Glu155, Ala217, Lys106, Asp218, showed van der Waals interactions with carbon atoms C-3, C-4, C-7, C-9 and C-13. Besides, amino acids Tyr156, Gly160, Val91, Lys106, Asp218, Phe88, Ala217, Leu207, Leu83 formed hydrophobic interactions at the binding pocket (Table 4 and Figs 5, 7). Compound ZINC01404326 exhibited one hydrogen bond between the fluorine atom and amino acid Phe219. Likewise, Ala217, Leu83, Leu207 formed three Pi-Pi-T-shaped bonds with two benzene ring2, seven Pi-alkyl bonds were formed between amino acids Leu207, Ala217, Ala218, Leu138, Lys106, Glu155, Tyr156, Gly160 and carbon atoms C-4, C-6, C-7, C-11, C-12 and C-13, while hydrophobic interaction was shown with the amino acids Phe219, Glu204, Ala217, Val91, Gly160, Tyr165, Ala157, Leu207, Leu154, Phe219 (Table 4 and Figs 5, 7). Compound ZINC00882846 showed one hydrogen bond between the O atom and Phe219, while the other amino acids Glu155, Tyr156, Gly160, Lys106, Asp218, Ala217 formed van der Waals interactions with C-2, C-3, C-7, C-11, C-16 and C-17. Besides, hydrophobic interactions were formed between amino acids Leu83, Phe88,
Ala217, Val91, Gly160, Tyr156, and the C-1, C-2 C-3, C-7 C-8, C-14, C-15 and C-16 of the compound. Likewise, Gly118 showed hydrophobic interaction at the oxyanion hole. Pi-alkyl interactions were displayed between Val91, Ala104, Leu138, Leu207, Ala157 and benzene and furan rings. Besides, Pi-Sigma was noticed between Leu83 and the second benzene ring. Also, Phe88 formed a Pi-Pi-T-shaped bond with a benzene ring (Table 4 and Figs 5, 7).

Finally, Compound ZINC08813187 showed interactions similar to those displayed by the other compounds with the essential amino acid residues found in the binding pocket. Compound ZINC08813187 exhibited one hydrogen bond with the N atom. Likewise, Leu83, Leu207, Ala157 formed a Pi-Pi T-shaped bond with two benzene rings; besides, Pi-alkyl bonds were formed between amino acids Phe88, Ala104, Leu207, Ala157 and benzene ring. Another interaction was a van der Waals interaction formed between the amino acids residues Tyr156, Glu155, Leu138, Phe219, Val91, Gly160 and carbon atoms C-7, C-13, C-15, C-16, C-20, C-21 and C-22. Likewise, the compound exhibited hydrophobic interaction between the amino acids Ala217, Phe219, Phe88, Leu83, Gly160, Leu2017, Tyr156, Leu154, Val91 at the binding pocket (Table 4 and Figs 5, 7). The Ligplot+ program was used to show the interaction in 2D structure and to check the interactions obtained. The plot confirmed that all potential ligands interacted with the essential amino acid residues in the binding pocket (Fig. 7).

Molecular docking was performed between the target protein (PDB: 4AF3) and known Aurora Kinase inhibitors A, B, and C, namely CYC-116, PHA-739358, PHA-680632, AT9283, and ENMD-2076 (Borah and Reddy 2021). These compounds exhibited binding energy -9.2, -8.9, -8.8, -8.8 and -8.5, respectively. They interacted with the important amino acids in the binding pocket, such as Phe219, Val91, Lys106, Leu154, Leu83, Gly160, Leu107, Ala217 and Phe88 with different interactions, such as H-bond, hydrophobic interactions, Pi-alky, and van der Waals interactions (Fig. 7). Even though these all the above compounds interacted at the binding pocket, our six potential compounds still show an advantage compared to the known drugs in terms of FEB and types of interactions that make them potential for Aurora Kinase inhibition. For the comparison, molecular docking against PDB: 4AF3 was performed on five compounds current in clinical trials as Aurora Kinase inhibitors: CYC-116, PHA-739358, PHA-680632, AT9283, and ENMD-2076. The docking results re-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Ligands</th>
<th>Residue</th>
<th>Type of interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 4. Details of binding interactions of the 6 compounds docked into binding pocket of Aurora kinase B.
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revealed a variety of possible interactions between the amino acids in the binding pocket. Among the inhibitors was compound CYC-116, which showed the FEB of $-8.7$ kcal/mol, and few interactions with the amino acids, one hydrogen bond with Pha219, one van der Waals with Gly169; Pi-Pi T-shaped interaction was formed with Leu83, Leu207, and Ala217. Besides, Pi-alkyl bonds were formed with amino acids Phe88, Ala104, Leu207, and Ala157 (Fig. 8).
Compound PHA-739358 exhibiting FEB of −7.5 kcal/mol was found to show four types of interactions. Three van der Waals interactions with Gly84, Gly160 and Pro158, Pi-alkyl with Lys106, Val91, Leu154, and Ala117. In addition, PHA-739358 displayed one hydrogen bond with amino acid Glu161, and one Pi-sigma with Leu83 (Fig. 8). Similar to the other inhibitors, PHA-680632 exhibited FEB of −7.5 kcal/mol with four types of interactions: one Pi-sigma bond with Phe88, van der Waals also displayed with Pha219, Leu154, Arg81, Gly160 and Pro158. Besides five Pi-alkyl bonds were formed with Ala217, Val91, Leu207, Leu83 and Arg159 (Fig. 8). Compound AT9283 exhibited FEB of −7.5 kcal/mol with five types of interaction. AT9283 exhibited one hydrogen bond with Ala217, three van der Waals interactions formed with Leu154, Phe219 and Gly84; a carbon hydrogen bond was formed with amino acids Gly180 and Gly161. In addition Pi-Pi-stacked bonds with Phe88, and three Pi-alkyl bonds were formed with Val91, Leu83 and Leu207; besides, Pi-Cation bond was formed with Lys106 (Fig. 8). Compound ENMD-2076 exhibiting FEB of −7.5 kcal/mol was found to show two van der Waals interactions with Arg159, Arg81 and Val19 and one Pi-Cation with Glu161. Pi-alkyl bond was formed with Leu83 and Pi-sigma with Leu207 (Fig. 8).

A careful analysis of the docking scores of our compounds compared to the co-crystallized ligand VX-680 in the human Aurora B kinase revealed that the docking scores of our compounds were better than those of VX-680. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of all hydrogen bonds produced by these ligands with the protein exhibited a similar binding site to VX-680 (ALA157, GLU155 and LEU207). The above finding confirmed that good interaction with high affinity and low FEB was shown by the six identified compounds from the ZINC database. The ability of these compounds to interact with the essential amino acid residues in the binding pocket could be used to enhance the selectivity of the chosen compounds to Aurora B kinase, suggesting extra benefits of inhibiting the target protein. Furthermore, the identified compounds show an advantage over the current compound drug in the clinical trial stage in terms of the FEB, the pattern of interaction, and the amount of interaction with essential amino acids in the binding pocket, making them the potential for Aurora Kinase B inhibitors.

**Conclusion**

The current research successfully applied virtual screening, molecular docking and interaction analysis to identify six potent inhibitors for Aurora Kinase B. The six compounds were ZINC00190959, ZINC07889110, ZINC00882885, ZINC01404326, ZINC00882846 and ZINC08813187, which showed lower FEB against the target protein binding pocket. The FEB were as follows -11.92, -11.85, -11.46, -11.33, -11.21 and -11.1 kcal/mol for AutoDock and -11.7, -11.5, -11.2, -11.0, -10.8 and -10.6 kcal/mol for AutoDock Vina, respectively. The results indicate that the six compounds bonded strongly to the active pocket of Aurora Kinase B in comparison to the current approved clinical trial drugs. Additionally, because the top six docking hits pass the Lipinski rule of five, they are likely to be orally active drugs. The findings demonstrated that the compounds’ interactions with the essential amino acids were closer than the coordinated ligand VX-680 and the current clinical trial drug. Further studies into the effects of the compounds on Aurora kinase B using experimental investigations (in vitro) and an appropriate animal model are needed to confirm this finding.
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